We consider Monte Carlo tree search problem, a variant of Min-Max tree search problem where the score of each leaf is the expectation of some Bernoulli variables and not explicitly given but can be estimated through (random) playouts. The goal of this problem is, given a game tree and an oracle that returns an outcome of a playout, to find a child node of the root which attains an approximate min-max score. This problem arises in two player games such as computer Go. We propose a simple and efficient algorithm for Monte Carlo tree search problem.
Introduction
Computer programs of Go are becoming stronger by using Monte Carlo tree search methods [1] - [3] . Among them, MoGo [4] , [5] won a human professional player on the small 9x9 board. After this breakthrough by Mogo, Monte Carlo tree search methods are employed by most of competitive computer Go programs, and some of the state of the art programs reached the rank of 4 or higher dans on the KGS Go server with the full-size board.
In general, a two player games between the player and the opponent, including Go, is modeled as a game tree, where each node and each edge correspond to a position and a move, respectively. Each leaf in a game tree is assigned a score given by a pre-defined score function. Given a node in the game tree (current position), the problem of choosing the edge (the next move of the player) is often called the best move search problem. A generic method to solve the best move search problem is Min-Max search.
Min-Max search chooses the edge connected with the min-max node, where the min-max node is the node achieving the min-max score. The performance of the game program using Min-Max search depends on its score function.
Monte Carlo tree search is a variant of Min-Max search in which a score of each leaf is determined by the winning probability of the player. The winning probability (of the player) at the game position is the probability that the player wins from the game position under the condition that both the player and the opponent repeatedly choose their moves uniformly randomly from their available moves. The winning probability can be estimated from (random) playouts, where playout is a sequence of random moves of the player and the opponent from the game position to the end of the game. Monte Carlo tree search is different from standard Min-Max search methods in that scores of leaves are not explicitly given but, instead, can be approximately estimated via playouts. We call this problem Monte Carlo tree search problem.
A naive method to solve Monte Carlo tree search problem is to estimate scores of all leaves by sufficiently many playouts and then performing min-max search based on the estimates of scores. The number of playouts isÕ (L/ε 2 ), where L is the number of leaves in the game tree and ε is the precision parameter for the min-max value (InÕ notations, we neglect polynomials of logarithmic factors). This method, however, is not efficient enough. In general, winning probabilities of nodes or leaves are diverse, so, estimation of some winning probabilities can be rough and uniformly small precision ε is not necessary.
Related researches
UCT algorithm [6] , one of Monte Carlo tree search methods, adaptively estimate winning probability of leaves by recursively using UCB algorithm [7] which is originally designed for the multi-armed bandit problem. An advantage of UCT is that it adaptively reduces playouts when winning probabilities are far from uniform. In fact, many of recent Monte Carlo search based GO programs employ UCT. On the other hand, analysis of UCT is done only in the asymptotic sense and there is no theoretical analysis using finite sample or analysis of sample complexity of getting ε-approximate min-max solutions.
In this paper, we propose an new algorithm for Monte Carlo tree search problem and prove its sample complexity. Our algorithm is designed through improvement of a simple naive method, while UCT is based on online prediction algorithms. As a result, analysis of our algorithms is significantly simpler and more concise. Under the assumption that the diversities among winning probabilities are parametrized as ∆, our algorithm finds an ε-approximate min-max soCopyright c 200x The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers lution usingÕ(L min(1/ε 2 , 1/∆ 2 )) playouts, which can be significantly smaller than the naive bound.
We note a technical difference between our setting and typical settings of Monte Carlo tree search literature. Typical methods in the literature, given an initial game tree, iteratively grow the tree by replacing potentially important leaves with stumps, i.e., trees with depth 1. Major methods based on UCT [6] work in this setting (see the details in [1] ). On the other hand, we consider a much simpler setting where we are given a relatively large game tree in advance and we do not grow the tree. Instead, we try to prune the tree as much as possible.
Organization of the paper
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define basic notations and formalize Monte Carlo tree search problem. In Section 3, we propose our algorithm and give the analysis of the algorithm in Section 4. In Section 5, we show preliminary experimental results. We conclude our result in Section 6.
Preliminaries
In this section, we describe basic definitions. Given a two-player game, a game tree is the directed tree such that each node corresponds to a position of the game and each directed edge from a node corresponds to a feasible move of the player (or the opponent) at the position and the node to which the directed edge is going corresponds to the resulting game position. Fig. 1 shows an illustration of a game tree. The root node of a game tree represents the starting position of the game. In general, the size of a game tree could be too large, e.g., when the game is Go or Shogi. So, a given game tree is often a subtree of the whole game tree, where the root node corresponds to a current game position and the depth of the subtree is some fixed constant. We also assume that we are given some score function which assigns a score to each leaf in the game tree. 
Min-Max search
Min-Max search is a generic method for choosing the best move in the game tree. Given a game tree in which scores of leaves are specified, the score of each node is defined recursively as follows: (i) score of node u is the maximum score among those of child nodes of u, if u corresponds to a position of the player (in other words, depth of u is even), (ii) score of node u is the minimum score among those of child nodes of u, if u corresponds to a position of the opponent (in other words, depth of u is odd). The min-max score of the game tree is the score of the root node. Min-max search finds an edge such lying between the root node and a node having the min-max score.
Monte Carlo tree search
Monte Carlo tree search method is a variant of MinMax search method in which the score of each leaf is specified by the winning probability at the leaf. Here, the winning probability is defined as the probability that the player wins the game from the position when both the player and the opponent alternately choose their moves uniformly randomly among available moves. Since exact values of the winning probabilities are not given, Monte Carlo tree search method estimates the winning probability of each leaf by a random sampling procedure called playout. A playout is a sequence of moves which are randomly chosen by both the player and the opponent from the position (corresponding the leaf) to an end of the game.
Some inequalities
Proposision 1 (Hoeffding's inequality [8] ). Let X 1 , ..., X T be [0, 1]-valued independent random variable such that E (X t ) = µ for t = 1, . . . , T . Then, for any c > 0,
Proposision 2 (Union bound). For any events A and
.
Computation model for Monte Carlo tree search
In this paper, we model the procedure of playouts as oracle calls. More precisely, we define O for each leaf . When the oracle O is called, O returns 1 with probability µ and returns 0 with probability 1 − µ , respectively, where µ is the winning probability of the player at leaf . Then, a playout at leaf corresponds to a call of oracle O and estimating the winning probability at leaf using playouts corresponds to estimating the expected output value of oracle O . So, from now on, we consider the game tree T as oracle tree T , in which each leaf is equipped with oracle O . Fig. 2 shows an illustration of the oracle tree T . We denote the set of leaves as leaves(T ) and root as the root of tree T . Let children(u) and parent(u) be the set of child node of u and parent node of u, respectively. Let L = |leaves(T )| be the number of leaves of T and Anc( ) be the set of ancestor nodes including itself. Finally, we define the score µ u of node u in the following way.
In particular, let µ * = µ root , which is the min-max score. Fig. 3 illustrates a tree in which each node is attached with a score. We define Monte Carlo tree search problem as follows.
Definition 1 (Monte Carlo tree search problem).
Monte Carlo tree search problem is, given an oracle tree T , the precision parameter ε > 0 and the confidence parameter δ (0 < δ < 1) as input, to output a child node u ∈ children(root) such that
Our algorithm
We introduce the notion of a winner in the following way.
Definition 2 (Winner).
A node u of the oracle tree T is winner if µ u = µ parent(u) .
Suppose that a node u is a winner. If the depth of its parent node p = parent(u) is even (p is the player's position), µ u = max is odd), we have µ u = min
Note that there might be several winners among child nodes of p. In particular, a winner among child nodes of the root attains the min-max score. The basic idea of our method is to delete subtrees whose root nodes turn out not to be winners, so as to reduce the size of the tree and oracle calls. Observe that, even if we delete a subtree whose root node is not a winner, the min-max score of the tree does not change. In Fig. 4 , we give an example of winners. Each dark colored node is a winner. Also, edges between a winner and its parent edge are represented with thick lines. If we can find winners in an efficient way, we can reduce oracle calls. But, in order to check if each node is a winner, it is necessary to estimate the score of each node accurately enough, which requires sufficiently many oracle calls. To avoid this dilemma, we design a strategy which estimate the score of each node in several stages starting from rough precision to high precision. As a result, we can get rid of nodes which turn out not to be winners in early stages even with rough precision. We will show our algorithm in the next section.
Algorithm 1 FindTopWinner
Prune(root, εm) 10: end for 11: return I = arg max
call oracle Ou until the total calls of Ou reaches nm = (1/(2ε 2 m )) ln(2/δm) . Let Nu be the sum of outputs of Ou.
3:
return Nu/nm 4: end if 5: for all v ∈ children(u) do 6:μv = EstimateValues(v, εm, δm) 7: end for 8: if depth of u is even then 9:
return max 
childlen(u) = childlen(u) \ {v} 4:
else if v ∈ leaves(T ) then 5:
Prune(v, εm) 6: end if 7: end for
Our algorithm
Our algorithm FindTopWinner consists of two procedures EstimateValue and Prune, respectively and it works in rounds.
At each round m = 1, . . . , log 2/ε , for each node u, the procedure EstimateValue finds an estimateμ u of the score µ u so that the error ofμ u is at most ε m with high probability. More precisely, given a node u, EstimateValues(u, ε m , δ m ) estimates scores of nodes in the subtree rooted at u in a recursive way and returns an estimateμ u of the score of u. Then, for each node u, the procedure Prune checks if u is a winner. If Prune judges that u is not a winner, Prune deletes the subtree rooted at u. More specifically, given a node u, Prune(u) judges that a child node v of u is not a winner if
Analysis
Let nodes m (T ) and leaves m (T ) be the set of nodes and leaves in T which are not deleted yet at the beginning of round m, respectively. Similarly, let children m (u) be the set of child nodes of u which are not deleted at the beginning of round m. Then, we define the event such that all estimates of scores of nodes and leaves are obtained approximately correctly while FindTopWiiner is running.
Definition 3 (Event A).
The event A is such that, at each round m and for each leaf ∈ leaves m (T ), the estimateμ obtained by EstimateValues( , ε m , δ m ) satisfies |µ −μ | ≤ ε m .
Lemma 1.
The event A occurs with probability at least 1 − δ.
Proof. By Hoeffding's inequality (Proposition 1), at each round m and for each leaf ∈ leaves m (T ), the estimateμ ,m obtained by EstimateValues at round m satisfies
where the second inequality holds since n m = (1/(2ε 2 m )) ln(2/δ m ) . Therefore, event
where the second inequality holds by the union bound (Proposition 2).
Then, for each round m, we define the following events B(m) and C(m).
Definition 4 (Event B(m)).
The event B(m) is the event in which for any node u ∈ nodes m (T ), there exists a winner in children m (u).
Definition 5 (Event C(m)).
The event C(m) is the event in which for any node u ∈ nodes m (T ), EstimateValues(u, ε m , δ m ) outputs the estimateμ u such that |µ u −μ u | ≤ ε m .
Intuitively, we think that if these events occur at each round of FindTopWinner, the algorithm is successful.
Lemma 2. If event the A and the B(m) occurs, the event C(m) also occurs.
Proof. Suppose that both the events A and B(m) happen. Then, we prove that the event C(m) also happens by induction on the height of nodes, where the height of a node u is the height of the subtree rooted at u. Note that height and depth are different notions. Now, observe that for each node u ∈ nodes m (T ), EstimateValues(u, ε m , δ m ) at round m outputs the estimateμ u such that
u is a leaf max (ii) Then, assume that for any node v ∈ nodes m (T ) with its height less than h − 1, it holds that |µ v −μ v | ≤ ε m . Let u be any node in nodes m (T ) of height h. For simplicity, we assume that the depth of u is odd (the proof is similar for the case when the depth is even). Since the event B(m) occurs, there exists a winner v 1 ∈ children m (u) such that following property:
Then, let
That is,μ u =μ v2 . Since the height of v 1 or v 2 is at most h − 1, by the inductive assumption, it holds that µ v1 ≤ µ v1 + ε m , and µ v2 ≤μ v2 + ε m , respectively. So, we havê
This implies that |µ u −μ u | ≤ ε m , i.e., the event C(m) occurs. Therefore,
This implies that v is not deleted by Prune(v) at round m and thus we have v ∈ children m+1 (u). So, the event B(m + 1) occurs. µ v will not be deleted.
Proof. By Lemma 2 and 3, for any round m, the events B(m) and C(m) occur. This implies the first statement of the lemma. Further, any node attaining the min-max score is a winner, the second statement holds.
Definition 6. For each leaf , we define the parameter ∆ as follows.
∆ = max
Definition 7. Let m be the shortest round m such that ε m < ∆ /4 for leaf ∈ L(T ).
Lemma 5. If the event A occurs, for each leaf , is deleted at round m ≤ m .
Proof. Suppose that leaf is not deleted by the end of round m − 1. Then by the definition of ∆ , there exits a node u ∈ Anc(l) such that
If the event A occurs, by the first statement of Lemma 4, EstimateValues(u, ε m , δ m ) outputs the estimateμ u such that |µ u −μ u | ≤ ε m and |µ parent(u) −μ parent(u) | ≤ ε m . Therefore,
where the last inequality holds since ∆ > 4ε m . The above inequality ensures that node u is deleted by Prune(u) at round m , which implies that the leaf , a descendant of u, is also deleted.
Theorem 1. The algorithm FindTopWinner satisfies the following two conditions with probability at least 1− δ.
1. µ I ≥ µ * − ε, 2. The number of oracle calls is at most
Proof. Suppose that the event A occurs. First, we prove the first statement of the theorem. FindTopWinner terminates if and only if one of the following two cases hold. 
Therefore, we have µ I ≥ µ * − ε.
Then we prove the second statement of the theorem. By Lemma 5, for each leaf , the number of calls of O is at most n m . Note that, for any leaf such that m > M , the number of oracle calls is upper bounded trivially by n M . So, total number of oracle calls is at most
where we use the fact that m > M ⇐⇒ ∆ < 2ε. Further, the following inequalities hold.
By using these inequalities, the term (4) is upper bounded as follows.
:∆ >2ε By the definition of ∆ and ∆, we have ∆ ≥ µ * − µ u and µ * − µ u ≥ ∆. So, ∆ l ≥ ∆ Since is any leaf, we have min
On the other hand, there exists a node u ∈ children(root) such that µ * − µ u = ∆. Then, there also exists a leaf such that there is a path from u to so that each node in the path is a winner. Since the score of each node in the path is µ u , we have µ u = µ . By the definition of ∆ , we have ∆ = µ * − µ u = ∆. This implies ∆ ≥ min
In particular, if the event A occurs and there is only one winner among child node of the root of T (i.e., |{u ∈ children(root) | µ u = µ * }| = 1), then the number of oracle calls can be much smaller, which we prove in the next corollary.
Corollary 1.
If there is only one winner among child node of the root of T , the number of oracle calls of FindTopWinner is, with probability at least 1 − δ,
Proof. We consider the following two cases.
1. (∆ > 8ε) In this case, FindTopWinner terminate at round M such that
Then calls of the oracle is done at round at most M − 1. By rearranging the inequality above, we get
The total number of oracle calls is at most 
Experiments
In this section, we show some experimental result using artificial data. We compare FindTopWinner with UCT [6] and the naive sampling method based on Hoeffding's inequality. In our artificial data, we construct an oracle tree with depth 3 in which each node has 10 outgoing edges. So, the number of leaves of the tree is 1000. The score of each leaf is determined randomly from [0, 1]. We set the parameters as ε = 0.01 and δ = 0.1.
For the oracle tree above, we run FindTopWinner and UCT, respectively. We plot the error w.r.t. the min-max score µ * − µ I of FindTopWinner at the end of each round. Note that FindTopWinner, given ε and δ and the oracle tree, automatically determines the number of oracle calls during its run. We also plot that of UCT. UCT is an online algorithm which calls the oracle once at each round. We run UCT for sufficiently many rounds so that its total number of oracle calls is the same as that of FindTopWinner. We repeat this experiment for 10 times. All the results are shown in Fig. 5 . As can be seen in Fig. 5 , as the number of total oracle calls increases, FindTopWinner performs better than UCT.
Then, we compare FindTopWinner with the naive method for the same artificial oracle tree with the same parameters, i.e., ε = 0.01 and δ = 0.1. Here, we refer the naive method to as the method that calls the oracle of each leaf sufficiently many times as suggested by Hoeffding's inequality. More precisely, for each leaf in the tree, the naive method calls the oracle O for 2 ln(2L/δ)/ε 2 times. Then, the naive method performs the min-max search on the tree with the estimated scores. We run both algorithms for 10 times. The average number of total oracle calls of each algorithm to obtain ε-approximate solutions of the min-max score is shown in Table 1 , respectively. Roughly speaking, total oracle calls of FindTopWinner is about 100 times smaller than those of the naive method. This results shows the effectiveness of deleting leaves which are judged as non-winners.
Naive method
FindTopWinner 198,070,000 1,970,085 Table 1 Total oracle calls to obtain ε-approximate solution for the min-max score of the artificial oracle tree.
Conclusion
In this paper, we consider the Monte Carlo tree search problem and propose a new algorithm.
One of our future work is to apply α-β pruning [9] to our algorithm. α-β pruning is a search method for full information games, which performs better than Min-Max search method by removing redundant subtrees in a game tree. α-β pruning, however, needs exact scores of each node, which can be only approximately estimated in Monte Carlo tree search problem. It might be possible to incorporate α-β pruning with our algorithm using approximated scores, which could reduce number of oracle calls further.
